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Revolution In Foreign Affairs 

COCOMs, The Chief  Forward Presence 
Of  United States Statecraft 

DOD Organizat ional  Re-Structure  And Re-Purpose  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T h e  R e - S t r u c t u r e  

POTUS 

ARCOM 
Lands bordering the Arctic Ocean and contiguous waters north of 57 degrees north latitude. 

TRECOM 
Lands bordering the Adriatic, Black, and Baltic Seas. 

MEDCOM 
Lands bordering the Mediterranean and Red Seas plus the Gulfs of Oman, Persia, and Aden. 

|

Foreign Affairs Cabinet 
Nine US COCOM Commanders

Domestic Affairs Cabinet 
Sec[Etc.]

|

SecDef SecState SecTreas

U S  C O C O M s

ARCOM TRECOM MEDCOM CASCOM INDOCOM SOPACOM NOPACOM SOLANTICOM NOLANTICOM

https://theological-geography.net/?p=36003
https://theological-geography.net/?s=cocom
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CASCOM 
Lands comprising the Inner Asian, Mongoloid, hot (desert/glacier) land: from Armenia/Azerbaijan on a line 
through the Caspian Sea, to Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Gansu and Sichuan China, Tibet, Afghanistan, 
Turkmenistan, and back through the Caspian Sea to Armenia/Azerbaijan. 

INDOCOM 
Lands bordering the Indian Ocean, the Arabian, Laccadive and Andaman Seas, and the Bay of Bengal. 

SOPACOM 
Lands bordering the Pacific Ocean and contiguous waters south of 20 degrees north latitude. 

NOPACOM 
Lands bordering the Pacific Ocean and contiguous waters north of 20 degrees north latitude. 

SOLANTICOM 
Lands bordering the Atlantic Ocean and contiguous waters south of 14 degrees north latitude. 

NOLANTICOM 
Lands bordering the Atlantic Ocean and contiguous waters north of 14 degrees north latitude. 
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T h e  R e - P u r p o s e  

Nine US COCOM Commanders comprise POTUS’ Foreign Affairs Cabinet. 

US COCOM Commanders are up-through-the-ranks military officers.  They are biologically masculine at birth and 
content with that particular destiny, over which they have no control. 

The US Joint Force organizes as the US COCOMs.  Singly and together, US COCOMs are the US Joint Force.  US 
COCOMs are not deployments of the US Joint Force.  They are the US Joint Force, each as itself and all as one.   

A US COCOM Commander commands the US Joint Force at a specific portion of earth’s geography. 

The US Joint Force, organized as a US COCOM, comprises five military and two civilian force components: 

NSC and CIA are defunded and abolished. 

A US COCOM Commander, coordinating with POTUS, makes the budget for the components of their command, 
military and civilian.  Finance people at DOD, State, and Treasury make the contents of US COCOM 
Commanders’ budgets realities.  They have no authority to change those budgets. 

The budgets of DOD, State, and Treasury Departments themselves reflect those departments’ mission as second 
echelon support for US COCOM Commanders, who command the US Joint Force.  These three departments do 
not have missions outside or in addition to supporting US COCOM Commanders. 

Military: 
Space, Air, Cyber, Sea, Land 

(Penta-Force)

Civilian: 
State, Treasury 

(Duo-Force)

https://theological-geography.net/?s=penta-force
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DOD is hugely lightened in size and mission by stripping out their accreted layers of command and control.  JCS 
and Branch of Service Secretaries, with their Offices, are defunded and abolished, as are the many other offices 
and agencies inside DOD that do not directly support US COCOM Commanders. 

Concurrently, State and Treasury Departments are hugely lightened in size and mission by stripping out their 
accreted layers of command and control.  USAID is defunded and abolished, as are the many other offices and 
agencies inside State and Treasury that do not directly support US COCOM Commanders. 

Through the five Branches of Service and through some Multi-Branch speciality agencies, DOD recruits, trains, 
and transports personnel, generates intelligence, and works up specification, procurement, and transportation of 
materiel as desired, with POTUS’ approval, and expressed in their budgets, by the nine US COCOM 
Commanders. 

SecDef Chief of Staff keeps the five Branch of Service Chiefs on task fulfilling US COCOM Commanders’ wishes. 

Each US COCOM Commander has at their Headquarters their own State and Treasury Department components 
of the US Joint Force.  These are comparable in force prestige and readiness to the five military force 
components.  At the US COCOM Chief of Staff level, they are integral with the military components of the US 
Joint Force. 

US COCOM Command comprises a new rank and billet.  The rank could be named Field Marshall, US Joint Force 
Commander, Supreme Commander For [ARCOM, CASCOM, INDOCOM, etc.], something like that.  The rank and 
billet should have its own uniform, unique, plain, preferably free of ribbons, stripes, and pins except for a four-or 
five-star collar / shoulder pin representing the US Joint Force.  The billet could be four years, no less — unless 
relieved by POTUS — and should not exceed a POTUS’ term in office. 

US COCOM Commander is a terminal billet, the final assignment of a military officer’s career. 
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Following rise in rank and experience in their  Branch of Service, when they reach availability for, say, a three-star 
billet, a military officer may apply or be acclaimed for two years of training as a US Joint Force (US COCOM) 
Commander.  The degree of PhD in Grand National Strategic Objectives is awarded by National Defense 
University to gradates of this program.  The program investigates US grand national strategic objectives rather 
than simple strategic studies. 

From recommendations, requests, and personal experience, POTUS selects candidates for training to availability 
as a US COCOM Commander.  US COCOM command goes only to military officers with such training and 
certification.  It does not rotate among Branch of Service Commanders or other General or Flag Officers. 

DIA has the mission model for DOD, State, and Treasury in re US COCOM Commanders: support them. 

Ambassadors, regular and special, are junior in rank of office to US COCOM Commanders.  Although not in a US 
COCOM Commander’s chain of command — as are State and Treasury components resident at their 
Headquarters — Ambassadors in their AO are subordinate to a US COCOM Commander’s wishes in matters of 
policy and execution.  There can be no division of United States foreign affairs authority or command in a US 
COCOM AO.  After POTUS, a US COCOM Commander is supreme US foreign affairs authority inside their AO. 

The mission of the Land Force component (Army) of the US Joint Force determines the mission and budgeting of 
the US Joint Force.  This is for two reasons: 

1- all forces, including diplomatic and financial, are tied to land, making them all, so to speak, land-based 
forces, even those operating in liquid (Sea Force), fiery (Cyber Force), gaseous (Air Force), or vacuous 
(Space Force) domains, and 

2- the core mission of a US COCOM is to hold open and safe lines of communication running between The 
United States and citizens of countries, inside a US COCOM AO, with whom US citizens wish to conduct 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Defense_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Defense_University
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fair and reciprocal trade . . . land to land, point to point.  This means holding land, a function only Army is 
equipped, trained, and missioned to do.  Rome to Billings, Tokyo to Los Angeles, Minsk to Minot . . . these 
are point to point trade destinations, on land, whose residents, and others, rely on comms over solid, 
liquid, fiery, gaseous, and vacuous domains laying between them in order to earn and enjoy a livelihood.  
US COCOMs whose AOs lay between and athwart such land points exist to keep comms inside their AO 
open and safe for trade by citizens of The United States of America. 

A US COCOM is an Area Of US Foreign Affairs 
purposed to maintain there US sovereign 

freedom of movement. 

E p i l o g u e  

US treaty arrangements should be built to support these COCOMs, the old ones from WW II being defunded and 
abandoned by USA. 

Let Independent Nation Treaty Organizations, comprising independent nations bordering seas and oceans, look 
something like this: 

Arctic Ocean Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

Atlantic Oceans Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

https://theological-geography.net/?p=36708
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Caribbean Sea Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

Mediterranean Sea Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

Three Seas Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

Pacific Oceans Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

Coastal Asian Seas Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea Independent Nation Treaty Organization 

And, let something like this replace the so-called United Nations: 

A Grand Council of Independent Nations 

Comprising independent, sovereign nations only.  No legislating, funding, agitating, intervening, or 
judging.  No structures even remotely comparable to the UN Security Council, and no nation able to veto 
matters participants desire brought to the Grand Council for light and airing. 

Finally, let re-configured Five Eyes observe developments and report aggressor nations to Three Brothers for 
pacification, aka compulsion to unconditional surrender and confirmation of fair and reciprocal communications. 

Three Brothers Doctrine is the architectonic which rationalizes and energizes US COCOM and US treaty 
arrangements discussed above. 

https://theological-geography.net/?p=36537
https://theological-geography.net/?p=60794
https://theological-geography.net/?s=three+brothers
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